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Advanced strategic decision-making tools for everyday life. Should one enter a market where

someone is in a monopoly position? When is going to the ER a good or a bad decision? Why is

it never a good idea for rebels to concede? Practice Game Theory answers all these questions.

Think about and solve problems more effectively applying strategic games models to real-life

challenges.Learn how top world-leaders analyze and assess their next best moves. Game

Theory is a branch of mathematics dedicated to the study of rational, strategic decision-

making. You can apply it in many different fields from economics and politics to military

strategy, business, and everyday life areas! It focuses on competition and cooperation between

intelligent players, analyzing how to optimize one’s decisions, considering others' actions.Take

your strategic thinking skills to the next level.Albert Rutherford is an internationally bestselling

author. His books draw on various sources, from corporate system building, strategic analysis,

scientific research, and his life experience. He has been building and improving systems his

whole adult life and brings his proven advice to you.Gain competitive edge in business

decision-making.Should you challenge a monopoly? How?When to accept the status quo?How

do build trust over time?How to threaten your competition in a credible way?Practice Game

Theory introduces the more complex, extensive form games. In an easy-to-follow way, using

relevant examples applicable to any life area, this book will challenge and upgrade the way you

think about decision-making.Practice Game Theory and make bold business moves, improve

your position in negotiation and competition, avoid getting outplayed, and maximize your gains!
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I have a gift for you… Thank you for choosing my book, Practice Game Theory! I would like to

show my appreciation for the trust you gave me by giving The Art of Asking Powerful Questions

– in the World of Systems to you! In this booklet you will learn:-what bounded rationality is,-

how to distinguish event- and behavior-level analysis,-how to find optimal leverage points,-and

how to ask powerful questions using a systems thinking perspective.      
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Introduction Game theory is the study of strategic decision-making; a framework for using

mathematical models to understand the behavior and motivation of competing, rational players.

[i] Game theory was coined in 1940 by John von Neumann and Oscar Morgenstern. Its

importance has grown ever since. A good metric supporting this statement is that since the



1970s, twelve leading economists won the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences for their

contributions in game theory.[ii] It is present in multiple fields where logic is the governing

factor: business, finance, economics, politics, sociology, and psychology. It provides strategic

thinking patterns, moves, and explanations to help you develop exceptional decision-making

skills. The games you find in game theory are mathematical tools. We need three things to

define these games: - “the players of the game,- the information and actions available to each

player at each decision point,- and the payoffs for each outcome.”[iii] There are multiple game

types in game theory, each serving a purpose and helping analyze a problem. Based on how

many players are in the game, their strategy profile (cooperation, symmetry), the nature of the

game (simultaneous, zero-sum), we distinguish these game types: Picture 1: Game Types in

Game Theory Normal Form and Extensive Form Games Normal-form games are illustrated as

tables or matrices. The number of rows equals the number of Player 1’s strategies. The number

of columns is the number of Player 2’s strategies. The matrix, therefore, shows all the potential

outcomes based on every possible strategy a player could use.[iv] Jim !“ / Tom !’LeftRightUp4;

2-2; -2Down0; 02; 4 The matrix above is a two-player game. The actions of Jim are presented

horizontally, and Tom’s actions are shown vertically. Each player has two strategies. The

number of rows and columns illustrates this. The payoffs are the numbers in each box. The first

number is the payoff of Jim. Meanwhile, the second number is the payoff of Tom. If Jim

chooses the strategy to play Up and Tom plays Left, then Jim receives a payoff of 4, and Tom

gets 2. When a game is illustrated in normal form, we expect each player to act simultaneously.

Or, at the very least, without knowing the moves of the other. If players have information about

the moves of other players, we are usually talking about a sequential game that uses the

extensive form. Extensive form games are illustrated with game trees. It’s a diagram that shows

that decisions are made at different points in time. The nodes show when a choice was made.

The payoffs are shown at the bottom of each branch. Game trees help players predict all

decisions and counter-decisions in any game. We use backward induction to solve these

games. [v] Extensive form games can have perfect or imperfect information. In a game with

perfect information, all players know all previous moves of other players. When Jim moves, he

knows where he is in the game and also knows about Tom’s previous decisions. Chess is an

example of an extensive form game with perfect information. In a game with imperfect

information, some information about the moves is missing. Examples of imperfect information

games are poker and bridge.[vi] Extensive form games can be categorized as games with

complete or incomplete information. In a game with complete information, the players know the

game’s structure. What does this mean? The players know the order in which they are

supposed to move. They know every possible move in each position and the payoffs for every

outcome. Games in the real world are usually not like this; they don’t have complete

information. We assume complete information in basic game theory modelling as games with

incomplete information are harder to analyze.[vii] A perfect and complete extensive-form game

is presented on a game tree, including the following aspects: - the players;- all the

move opportunities of all players;- what players can do at their every move;- what

every player knows about every move;- the payoffs gained for every combination of moves

by each player. Picture 2: Complete extensive form game with perfect information. The game

above has two players, Jim and Tom. Jim’s choices are to go Left or Right. Tom will go Down or

Up based on what Jim decides. The numbers at the end of the branches show the payoffs to

the players. Let’s look at the two numbers on the far left of the game tree, (3;1). 3, in this case,

is Player 1’s, Jim’s, payoff. 1 is Player 2’s, Tom’s, payoff. The labels beside each line (Left,

Right, Down, Up) are the name of the action that line represents. Jim starts this game, the first



node illustrates his first move. The game flows the following way: Jim chooses between Left

and Right. Tom observes Jim’s choice and then chooses between Down and Up. Their payoffs

are written at the bottom of the tree. This game has four outcomes shown by the four terminal

nodes of the tree: (L,D), (L,U), (R,D) and (R,U) and the outcomes of these results are (3;1),

(1;2), (2;1), and (0;0). We can further notice that if Jim plays Left, it’s in Tom’s best interest to

move Up as 2 (Tom’s outcome if he chooses Up when Jim moves Left) is bigger than 1 (Tom’s

outcome if he chooses Down when Jim moves Left). However, if Jim moves Right, Tom will

choose Down, as 1 is greater than 0. When a game tree is illustrated as in Picture 2, there is

clarity about which player goes first and what they choose. There are games – with imperfect

information – with no clarity about what Jim chose. This is the case with simultaneous games

or where there is hidden information. When this situation occurs, the player bound to move next

(in Picture 3 below, this player is Tom) can’t differentiate between the two nodes. He doesn’t

know which was the decision of Jim – left or right. We can see this represented by the dotted

lines. We will learn how to solve such games later in this book. Picture 3: Extensive Form

Game with Imperfect Information. Finally, sometimes, a player doesn’t know the payoffs of the

game, how many opponents they have, or the type of their opponents. These games have

incomplete information, and are otherwise known as Harsányi transformation. They bring into

the picture the idea of “nature’s or God’s choice.” [viii] In this book, we will not discuss games

with incomplete information. Cooperative and Non-cooperative Games Some games

encourage players to form alliances. What matters is that the allies commit to having

obligations to one another.[ix] Game theory’s primary purpose is to predict which players will

form an alliance, what joint action they will take, and what gains they can expect. Coalitions,

merges, oligopolies, and trusts can be examples in the real world. Non-cooperative games aim

to predict individual players’ actions and payoffs. In non-cooperative games, participants either

can’t form alliances due to the nature of the game, or the agreements they make are based on

credible threats that they need to self-enforce. Players make individual choices to maximize

their payoff.[x] Symmetric and Asymmetric Games In symmetric games, the payoff of a

strategy depends only on the other strategies employed, not on who is playing them.[xi] If

players can be replaced without changing the gains or losses in the strategy, the game is

symmetric. All players adopt the same strategy. The Prisoner’s Dilemma and Stag Hunt are two

classic examples of this. We will learn about both later. Asymmetric games have different

strategies for each player. The Ultimatum Game is one such game. This was a popular

economic experiment proposed by the Hungarian-American John Harsányi in 1961.[xii] In this

game, one player, the proposer, gets x amount of money. Then, the proposer needs to split it

with another player, called the responder. Once the proposer chooses the amount and shares

the news with the responder, they may accept it or reject it. If the responder accepts, the

money is divided per the proposer’s wishes. If the responder rejects, both get nothing. The

players know in advance what happens if the responder accepts or declines.[xiii] Some games

can have the same strategy for both players and still be asymmetric. Simultaneous and

Sequential Games In simultaneous games, players either make their move at the same time or,

if they don’t move at the same time, they are blind to the other players’ moves. The card game

War is an excellent example of simultaneous games as it has players simultaneously showing

their top card, with the highest card winning. The goal of the game is for one player to win all

fifty-two cards. In sequential (or dynamic) games, you know about previous actions of other

players. Chess is a sequential game. The information a player has is often not perfect or

complete. It may, in fact, be very little knowledge. Think about the game Battleship. It is a two-

player game on paper with ruled grids where each player marks a set number of “battleships”



of various sizes. The locations of the battleships are hidden from the other player. Each player

sequentially calls their “shots,” trying to “sink” the other person’s battleships as the game flows.

The winner is the player who destroys the other’s fleet first. Another difference between

simultaneous and sequential games is that simultaneous games often use normal form, while

sequential games use extensive form. Constant Sum, Zero-Sum Games, and Non-Zero-Sum

Games A constant sum game is when the sum of the outcome for all players remains constant

even if their outcomes are different. The constant is an unchanging resource that player

decisions won’t influence. Depending on the strategies used, each player gets more or less of

the available resource. A zero-sum game is a type of constant sum game where the total

benefit is shared in various ways among all players and always adds to zero. One player gains

at the equal loss of other players.[xiv] Imagine a large pepperoni pizza. Depending on who

slices it, one diner might get that weirdly small slice that can be eaten in two bites while

another diner gets a slice as big as their head. The pizza size is the same, but the second

diner got more than their fair share. Matching pennies is a classic zero-sum game in game

theory, and we will learn about it later. Chess and go are the best-known zero-sum games in

the board game world. In non-zero-sum games, like the Prisoner’s Dilemma, the outcome has

net results bigger or smaller than zero; one player’s gain does not necessarily equal the loss of

other players.    

The matrix above is a two-player game. The actions of Jim are presented horizontally, and

Tom’s actions are shown vertically. Each player has two strategies. The number of rows and

columns illustrates this. The payoffs are the numbers in each box. The first number is the

payoff of Jim. Meanwhile, the second number is the payoff of Tom. If Jim chooses the strategy

to play Up and Tom plays Left, then Jim receives a payoff of 4, and Tom gets 2. When a game

is illustrated in normal form, we expect each player to act simultaneously. Or, at the very least,

without knowing the moves of the other. If players have information about the moves of other

players, we are usually talking about a sequential game that uses the extensive form.

Extensive form games are illustrated with game trees. It’s a diagram that shows that decisions

are made at different points in time. The nodes show when a choice was made. The payoffs

are shown at the bottom of each branch. Game trees help players predict all decisions and

counter-decisions in any game. We use backward induction to solve these games.

[v] Extensive form games can have perfect or imperfect information. In a game with perfect

information, all players know all previous moves of other players. When Jim moves, he knows

where he is in the game and also knows about Tom’s previous decisions. Chess is an example

of an extensive form game with perfect information. In a game with imperfect information, some

information about the moves is missing. Examples of imperfect information games are poker

and bridge.[vi] Extensive form games can be categorized as games with complete or

incomplete information. In a game with complete information, the players know the game’s

structure. What does this mean? The players know the order in which they are supposed to

move. They know every possible move in each position and the payoffs for every outcome.

Games in the real world are usually not like this; they don’t have complete information. We

assume complete information in basic game theory modelling as games with incomplete

information are harder to analyze.[vii] A perfect and complete extensive-form game is

presented on a game tree, including the following aspects: - the players;- all the

move opportunities of all players;- what players can do at their every move;- what

every player knows about every move;- the payoffs gained for every combination of moves

by each player. Picture 2: Complete extensive form game with perfect information. The game



above has two players, Jim and Tom. Jim’s choices are to go Left or Right. Tom will go Down or

Up based on what Jim decides. The numbers at the end of the branches show the payoffs to

the players. Let’s look at the two numbers on the far left of the game tree, (3;1). 3, in this case,

is Player 1’s, Jim’s, payoff. 1 is Player 2’s, Tom’s, payoff. The labels beside each line (Left,

Right, Down, Up) are the name of the action that line represents. Jim starts this game, the first

node illustrates his first move. The game flows the following way: Jim chooses between Left

and Right. Tom observes Jim’s choice and then chooses between Down and Up. Their payoffs

are written at the bottom of the tree. This game has four outcomes shown by the four terminal

nodes of the tree: (L,D), (L,U), (R,D) and (R,U) and the outcomes of these results are (3;1),

(1;2), (2;1), and (0;0). We can further notice that if Jim plays Left, it’s in Tom’s best interest to

move Up as 2 (Tom’s outcome if he chooses Up when Jim moves Left) is bigger than 1 (Tom’s

outcome if he chooses Down when Jim moves Left). However, if Jim moves Right, Tom will

choose Down, as 1 is greater than 0. When a game tree is illustrated as in Picture 2, there is

clarity about which player goes first and what they choose. There are games – with imperfect

information – with no clarity about what Jim chose. This is the case with simultaneous games

or where there is hidden information. When this situation occurs, the player bound to move next

(in Picture 3 below, this player is Tom) can’t differentiate between the two nodes. He doesn’t

know which was the decision of Jim – left or right. We can see this represented by the dotted

lines. We will learn how to solve such games later in this book. Picture 3: Extensive Form

Game with Imperfect Information. Finally, sometimes, a player doesn’t know the payoffs of the

game, how many opponents they have, or the type of their opponents. These games have

incomplete information, and are otherwise known as Harsányi transformation. They bring into

the picture the idea of “nature’s or God’s choice.” [viii] In this book, we will not discuss games

with incomplete information. Cooperative and Non-cooperative Games Some games

encourage players to form alliances. What matters is that the allies commit to having

obligations to one another.[ix] Game theory’s primary purpose is to predict which players will

form an alliance, what joint action they will take, and what gains they can expect. Coalitions,

merges, oligopolies, and trusts can be examples in the real world. Non-cooperative games aim

to predict individual players’ actions and payoffs. In non-cooperative games, participants either

can’t form alliances due to the nature of the game, or the agreements they make are based on

credible threats that they need to self-enforce. Players make individual choices to maximize

their payoff.[x] Symmetric and Asymmetric Games In symmetric games, the payoff of a

strategy depends only on the other strategies employed, not on who is playing them.[xi] If

players can be replaced without changing the gains or losses in the strategy, the game is

symmetric. All players adopt the same strategy. The Prisoner’s Dilemma and Stag Hunt are two

classic examples of this. We will learn about both later. Asymmetric games have different

strategies for each player. The Ultimatum Game is one such game. This was a popular

economic experiment proposed by the Hungarian-American John Harsányi in 1961.[xii] In this

game, one player, the proposer, gets x amount of money. Then, the proposer needs to split it

with another player, called the responder. Once the proposer chooses the amount and shares

the news with the responder, they may accept it or reject it. If the responder accepts, the

money is divided per the proposer’s wishes. If the responder rejects, both get nothing. The

players know in advance what happens if the responder accepts or declines.[xiii] Some games

can have the same strategy for both players and still be asymmetric. Simultaneous and

Sequential Games In simultaneous games, players either make their move at the same time or,

if they don’t move at the same time, they are blind to the other players’ moves. The card game

War is an excellent example of simultaneous games as it has players simultaneously showing



their top card, with the highest card winning. The goal of the game is for one player to win all

fifty-two cards. In sequential (or dynamic) games, you know about previous actions of other

players. Chess is a sequential game. The information a player has is often not perfect or

complete. It may, in fact, be very little knowledge. Think about the game Battleship. It is a two-

player game on paper with ruled grids where each player marks a set number of “battleships”

of various sizes. The locations of the battleships are hidden from the other player. Each player

sequentially calls their “shots,” trying to “sink” the other person’s battleships as the game flows.

The winner is the player who destroys the other’s fleet first. Another difference between

simultaneous and sequential games is that simultaneous games often use normal form, while

sequential games use extensive form. Constant Sum, Zero-Sum Games, and Non-Zero-Sum

Games A constant sum game is when the sum of the outcome for all players remains constant

even if their outcomes are different. The constant is an unchanging resource that player

decisions won’t influence. Depending on the strategies used, each player gets more or less of

the available resource. A zero-sum game is a type of constant sum game where the total

benefit is shared in various ways among all players and always adds to zero. One player gains

at the equal loss of other players.[xiv] Imagine a large pepperoni pizza. Depending on who

slices it, one diner might get that weirdly small slice that can be eaten in two bites while

another diner gets a slice as big as their head. The pizza size is the same, but the second

diner got more than their fair share. Matching pennies is a classic zero-sum game in game

theory, and we will learn about it later. Chess and go are the best-known zero-sum games in

the board game world. In non-zero-sum games, like the Prisoner’s Dilemma, the outcome has

net results bigger or smaller than zero; one player’s gain does not necessarily equal the loss of

other players.    

Chapter 1: The Nash Equilibrium The Nash Equilibrium’s function is to predict the outcome of

the players’ decision-making and stands for all players’ strategy profile in a game. Nash

Equilibria are stable -yet not always efficient – strategies where no player can benefit by

unilaterally changing their strategy. “If a unique Nash Equilibrium exists for the game, then all

players are expected to converge to the state represented by the equilibrium if they are all

rational – that is, each player aims to choose the strategy that maximizes its utility function.”[xv]

Players have control over their choices. In other words, the Nash Equilibrium acts like a rule

that no player wants to break. [xvi] Some games have more than one Nash Equilibrium, some

have none, and some have only one. The most illustrative and simple example for a Nash

Equilibrium is the Prisoner’s Dilemma. The Prisoner’s Dilemma[xvii] The game goes as follows,

two criminals, Jim and Tom, have been picked up by the police to be interrogated on suspicion

of committing a major crime. The police has no evidence, but they are certain of Jim’s and

Tom’s guilt. The two criminals are led into separate interrogation rooms by police officers who

offer each one a deal. They are told that they must serve one year each on a lighter charge if

both stay silent. This is not the best deal but could be worse, is it? But then the chief of police

enters the room, and as a part of a well-rehearsed police strategy, gives them each a better

deal. If Jim rats out Tom, he gets immunity for his testimony. But Tom will serve ten years in

prison, now for a provable crime. Tom gets the same offer. If both talk, they will both serve eight

years having confessed to their crimes. Should either criminal talk or remain silent? Jim and

Tom must decide without knowing the decision of the other. Jim !“ / Tom !’Stays

SilentBetraysStays Silent-1; -1-10; 0Betrays0; -10-8; -8 The table above shows the rules of the

game. The numbers are the number of years spent in prison. Mathematicians call these tables

a game matrix. What will Jim and Tom do?The answer is obvious, they both should stay silent.



They serve a year at the taxpayers’ expense, and that’s that. But there is no loyalty among

thieves. And Jim wouldn’t swear on Tom’s trustworthiness. Jim’s internal monologue looks like

this: “I have only two choices: to speak or not to speak. If Tom and I both stay silent, we both

serve one year. But … but if Tom opts for the Fifth and I talk, I walk! I should talk,” ponders Jim.

“However, if Tom is a rat and I don’t say a thing, I will rot in jail for ten years! If I talk, at least I

will only serve eight.” And then slowly it sinks in to Jim: “Whatever choice Tom makes, I am

better off if I talk either way!” This thought process sums up the logic of the classic Prisoner’s

Dilemma game. Both Jim and Tom, being rational players who want to maximize their benefit,

will conclude that they should talk so they will both get eight years of jail time. The (-8; -8)

strategy is a Nash Equilibrium because if either player kept silent, they would have gotten ten

years instead. Thus, neither was incentivized to change strategies. The game's goal is not

winning but to make a decision that neither player will regret. If Jim kept silent and Tom spoke,

Jim would have regretted his choice as he had to go to prison for ten years instead of eight,

and vice versa. Therefore, the stay silent/betray strategy pair is not a Nash Equilibrium. Pure-

Strategy Nash Equilibrium A pure-strategy Nash Equilibrium is a set of strategies for each

player, where no player has an incentive to change their strategy given what other players are

doing, as their payoff wouldn’t increase by the change. Players don’t randomize between two or

more strategies.[xviii] Both players are definitely choosing one strategy or definitely choosing

another strategy. Thus, their strategic choice is deliberate. The Stag Hunt is a great example of

the pure-strategy Nash Equilibrium. The Stag Hunt[xix] Jim and Tom decide to go out to hunt.

Other hunters have informed them that there are two hares and one stag in the nearby forest.

They each need to decide what to hunt. A stag is harder to capture than hares, so they need to

work together. The matrix for the stag hunt looks like this: Jim !“ / Tom !’StagHareStag4; 40;

2Hare2; 01; 1 In this matrix, we see that one stag yields eight units of meat. One hare provides

only one unit. If both hunters hunt the stag, it will result in each gaining four units of meat. On

the opposite end, if both hunters go after the hares, each will get one unit of food. If Jim

chooses to hunt the stag alone, he is unsuccessful while Tom snags the hares. The opposite

scenario plays out the same way. If Tom goes after the stag and Jim after the hares, Tom will

get zero and Jim two. These aren’t Nash equilibria because in these scenarios, one player can

switch strategies and get a better outcome. The player who would get zero hunting a stag can

choose to hunt for hare instead and get one. The player hunting for hares can choose to hunt

for a stag and get four. This game doesn’t have strictly dominant strategies, meaning one

strategy is always better than others. Why? Let’s say Jim knows that Tom will hunt a stag. Jim,

in this scenario, should also go for the stag because 4 is more than 2. (See the bolded and

underlined options for Jim.) Jim !“ / Tom !’StagStag4; 4Hare2; 0 But if Jim knows that Tom will

hunt for hares, he will choose to hunt for hare as well—1 is more than 0. Jim !“ / Tom !’HareStag0;

2Hare1; 1 We can conclude that Jim’s optimal strategy depends on what Tom is doing. This

conclusion stands true in Tom’s case, too. He will hunt a hare if Jim’s hunting a hare and go for

the stag if Jim is also hunting for the stag. Neither strategy is strictly dominated.
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Taylor, “Great sequel!. I read the first installment of this series last year and was glad that the

author came out with a sequence. In this book, he builds upon the information he shared in the

first book. The first chapter was a quick recap of the relevant parts of the previous book so if

one picks this book up first can understand what he's talking about. I appreciated the smooth



transition between chapters, each adding more information to a given technique, deepening

one's knowledge. This book is about extensive form games, illustrated on game trees. These

games are more interesting and real-life like than the primers such as the prisoner's dilemma

or stag hunt. The games shown in this book have more real-life application potential. My

favorite chapter was the one where he presented the story of two bridges and the overtaking of

an island in WWII. How the parties strategized, what outcome could they expect. It's a very

interesting book!The calculations made me a bit nervous again at first sight but there was no

new calculation compared to the first book, thank God... just the same mixed-strategy

algorithm, an evil I already knew. It's well broken down so even folks with little math knowledge

can catch up. The calculations are an important part of proving the game. So I wouldn't skip

them.”

D, “Good Insights. This is very useful information. It certainly addresses a different way of

thinking and provides good insights to get to the result one wants. Easy to follow and providing

details one needs to change patterns.”

JK, “Good read!!!. Game theory is a fascinating subject. Some games have outcomes that one

wouldn't expect. For example when I read the prisoner's dilemma I was convinced that both

people would stay silent, it only makes sense. But then it turns out it actually doesn't make

sense from an individual perspective - only a collective one. And human beings are usually

pretty self-interest-driven. It was a very entertaining read.”

The book by Albert Rutherford has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 12 people have provided feedback.
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